
Enabling Interoperability Amongst Global IoT Networks
using Shared-Infrastructural Models

The underlying philosophy in having an Open, Global IoT Network leveraging LoRaWAN is to al-
low interoperability amongst a multitude of devices and networks (usually paid for and maintained
by different parties). When the same technology can support crowd-sourced, public networks as
well, the reach is global and the possibilities are endless. With this core idea in mind, The Things
Network(TTN) was created as a free, open source, distributed IOT network solution that could be
setup by anyone, anywhere. And in addition, The Things Industries (run by the same people who
develop TTN) also provides support for the installation and the maintenance of private networks
using the same technology.
But, as they soon realized, there are certain technical challenges that need to be overcome to make
TTN truly global and inter-operable:

• The separation of the Public and Individual Commercial Network deployment models does
not scale well.
– There is a need to separately Install, Configure, Monitor and Maintain each private

network.
• This creates more points of failure due to the more localized and/or centralized network

approach for each customer.
• This model is geographically restrictive and adds redundancy as Network regions covered by

many customers might overlap.
• It also creates the problem that data cannot be exchanged/peered between different networks

which defeats the original purpose of global coverage.
• Individuals who host Public networks need to be compensated for their resources when others

use the network.

This master’s project hopes to overcome these challenges using an iterative approach involving
multiple phases, the details of which are listed below:

Table 1: Master’s Project: Phases and Tasks

Phase Objective Research Space Implementation Space

1
Analysis and development
of the new TTN Shared-
Infrastructural Model

Literature Study of LoRaWAN based
stacks, mobility, TTN v2 and v3 ar-
chitectures, Comparative study of other
architectures, Threat Models (DoS,
Malice)

Migration of Existing TTN Stack
to the new model

2
Interoperability between
clusters

Routing and Peering, Metering of Traf-
fic, Packet Delivery strategies, Discov-
ery and Handoff considerations

Discovery, Authentication, Se-
cure Data Routing to the correct
end point. [Opt] Optimal Rout-
ing strategies

3
Geographical Load bal-
ancing and Scalability
considerations.

Network Distribution Considerations
(flooding, packets per second etc), Load
distribution of the backend

Implementation of Load distri-
bution mechanisms using found
solutions, Measurements of Im-
provement.

4
Compensation models Quantification of metering Data, Ex-

ploration of appropriate compensation
models and technology required for
them

[Opt] Implementation of a Proof
Of Concept of a Compensation
Model with real or dummy in-
puts

Figure 1: Visualization of Current and Desired States of the networks



At the end of this thesis, it is expected that the following items are available:

• TTN v3 Software including Discovery, Authentication and Routing between clusters.

– Test specification and Iterative test Results for the above and improvement measures

• Identification of Load balancing mechanisms and their implementation

– Measurement Data on Scalability parameters

• Design on appropriate Incentive mechanism

– Including quantification model for metering data

• (Optional) Proof of Concept prototype of the Incentive mechanism

• Documentation of the above as well as the process involved.

– Thesis document in TU/e Masters project format.

– Basic API doc for delivered software


